iWAB (Web Abstract Book)

The iWAB system is available again this year, with new, more powerful features.

Lots to “Like”

Use the “Like” feature in iWAB to encourage and show appreciation for other scientist’s work.

iWAB allows authors to see who “liked” their work and what work they are doing. You can see what presentations they will give at this conference. This could lead to a new collaboration.

We respect your privacy, hence “Likes” in iWAB are only visible to authors. This year, we also have “secret likes” which are invisible to even authors.

PC in the office
Smartphone at the venue

iWAB is available on PCs, smartphones and tablets, and even on feature phones!

Prepare on your office PC with a comfortable large-size screen. Use our fast and powerful search and recommendation capabilities. “Like” and “schedule” the presentations that interest you.

At the venue, use your smartphone. All your “likes” and “schedules” are always with you to assist efficient use of your time. We also send notifications for upcoming presentations.

Communicate more

The face-to-face discussions and communications are what makes conferences uniquely fun.

iWAB has a “Yoruzemi” feature which helps you organize and attend parties. It also has a private messages feature to allow you to directly communicate with other participants.
Regarding Poster Awards

Eligible participants:
Students or young research scientists (received Ph.D. within last five years) who wish to be considered for the poster awards.

Eligible Voters:
Organizing committee members, DGD editorial committee members, and any PI who would like to vote.

How to vote:
Voting will be carried out through the iWAB system. Eligible voters will see an icon for “Poster Award Voting” appear on their iWAB screen. Clicking on the icon will allow the individual to vote.
- Number of votes possible per eligible voter will also appear on iWAB.

Award ceremony:
The award ceremony will be held during the reception held in the Castle Plaza on May 29 (tentative).